Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit our website for varieties not
listed in this catalog. www.irisheyesgardenseeds.com

pea: lincoln shell pe206p $3.16/1 oz

A disease resistant strain of an old favorite. Large peas on 3” long pods
and compact 18-30” vines. Freezes well and more heat tolerant than all but
Wando. Very productive and easy to shell. Resists CW.
Also try: Mammoth Melting Snow Pea, Sugar Snap, Knight and more.

pepper: og purple cayenne opp232p $3.62/30 seeds

2’ tall plants covered with dozens of purple blossoms and 5-7” long thin
dark purple fruits. Very HOT! Ornamental as well as tasty as long as you
can handle the heat.
Also try: Karlo, Serrano, Diamond Bell, Italian Pepperoncini and more.

seedling heat mat

Fits under the plant flats. Warms root area by 10-20F
to improve germination.
gs125 10”x20” $31.50; gs126 20”x20” $45.00
plant flats 11”x22”
Sturdy trays to start seeds. Reusable. $2.00
gs111 w/drainage; gs112 w/o drainage
seedling plug trays (use with plant flats)
gs115 128 cells 5/$3.00; gs116 162 cells 5/$3.00; gs117 200 cells 5/$3.00

pumpkin: montana jack pu216p $1.90/3 grams

A short season pumpkin that is great for carving. Bred by Dr. John Navazio
and selected for early maturity in cool northern summers. Thick flesh
makes for great pies. Round Jack-O-Lantern shape ranges from 8-15
pounds.
Also try: Wee Be Little, Jack-o-Lantern, Cinderella, Sugar Pie and more.

quinoa: og rainbow oqu102p $2.99/1 gram

This bright, brilliant blend has beautiful colors of pink, burgundy, red,
orange, yellow and green. Large branching plants. Grows best in climates
with warm days and cool nights. Seeds can be cooked, roasted or ground
into flour. Originates from Colorado.
Also try: Red Faro

12” all pro digging trowel gs405 $12.45

Also try any of our other stainless steel Wilcox
All Pro Tools.
Up and coming farmer Ryle in
one of our fields of garlic.
Grandson of Irish Eyes owner,
Greg Lutovsky
Irish Eyes mascot, Stella, poses
with our pumpkins.
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